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− Wake-up calls: new or renewed disease threats 
− resurgent old diseases due to relaxed vaccination 

− measles 
− new antibiotic resistant strains of old diseases 

− microbes multiply very fast, can evolve very fast 
− malaria, cholera, TB 

− new diseases 
− AIDS 

− mostly since 1970s, earliest cases maybe early 1960s or late 1950s 
− Lyme disease 

− since 1972 
− Dengue-2 (Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever; DHF) 

− since WW II 
− SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) 

− outbreak in 2003; no cases since 2004… 
− H5N1 “avian” flu 

− serious in 2003 
− H1N1 “swine” flu 

− serious in 2008-2009 
− first similar variant in 1977 around China-Russia border 
− but genetically virtually identical to a flu of 1950 
− maybe an escaped lab sample? 

− Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers (VHFs) like ebola, Marburg fever 
− ebola: since 1970s 
− Marburg: since 1967 
− numerous viruses, live in animal or insect hosts, occasional outbreaks 

− Communicable diseases are caused by 
− bacteria 

− single-celled organisms without a nucleus (prokaryotic cells) 
− many can be killed with antibiotics (work only on bacteria) 

− protozoan parasites 
− large single-celled organisms with a nucleus (eukaryotic cells) 
− some can be killed with various drugs, but not antibiotics 

− fungi 
− a different kind of single or multiple-celled organisms with a nucleus (eukaryotic) 
− some can be killed with antifungals 

− viruses 
− a bit of DNA or RNA in a protein coat 
− inert outside of a cell; arguably not alive 
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− hijacks a cell’s machinery to manufacture copies of the virus 
− cannot be “killed”, but antivirals can prevent replication 

−−−−    microbe 
− a general term for any microscopic life 

− some use it for microscopic disease-causing agents 
− some prefer pathogen 

− Medical research and treatment neglects communicable diseases 
− mostly diseases of the peripheral poor 
− who lack money to buy drugs 
− as with food, market forces ignore the needs of those without money 
− market forces focus medical work on minor ailments of wealthy populations, where a profit 

can be made 
− Danger: when a communicable disease does move from the periphery to the core, we will be 

unready 
− as with AIDS 
− but what if the next one is transmitted more easily? 

− Virulence vs. form of transmission 
− virulence: ability of a microbe to produce disease 

− more virulent means worse disease 
− transmission: the way a microbe is spread 

− by contact with airborne fluids (flu) 
− by sexual contact 
− by other contact 
− through a vector: a carrier such as a mosquito 

− most microbes are not very virulent 
− since they spread through contact, they evolve to allow the victim to survive a long time, 

move around, and transmit them 
− but a microbe may become highly virulent if it 

− has recently jumped from another host to humans 
− it has not had time to evolve an optimal low virulence 

− is transmitted from a population of resistant humans to another population that has not 
evolved resistance 
− Old World diseases in the New World 
− “traveler’s diarrhea” 

− is transmitted by a vector 
− it lives in the vector (mosquito, tick, etc.) without need for humans 

− so killing a human victim does not harm the microbe population much 
− the microbe maximizes transmission by multiplying wildly in the victim 

− so the victim sheds lots of microbes 
− and some are likely to get passed on to another host 

− the victim need not be able to move around to transmit the microbe 
− it might even transmit better if incapacitated (can’t swat mosquitoes) 
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− is transmitted by an external medium like water 
− again, the victim need not move around much to transmit the microbe 
− instead, causing the victim to produce a lot of diarrhea increases transmission 
− so when we create water systems that can be contaminated, we encourage the evolution 

of more virulent water-borne diseases! 

− Virulence vs. ease of transmission 
− a microbe that is 

− easily transmitted 
− can afford to be virulent 
− it is likely to be transmitted before the victim dies 

− less easily transmitted 
− must be less virulent 
− it must keep its victim alive long enough to be transmitted 

− so, when we create conditions that ease transmission of microbes 
− like dense urban settlements 
− easily contaminated water systems 
− extensive prostitution or multi-partner unprotected sex, etc. 
− we encourage the evolution of more virulent diseases! 
− example: AIDS was less virulent in populations where transmission was more limited 

− the viruses that kept their victims alive the longest were the ones that prospered the 
most 

− and when we create conditions that reduce transmission of microbes 
− like building protected, sanitary water systems 
− reducing unprotected, promiscuous sex 
− we not only reduce the number of cases, 
− we also cause microbes to evolve reduced virulence, so the remaining cases are less 

severe! 
− because the microbes that survive best are the ones that keep their victims alive the 

longest 

− Overuse of antibiotics speeds up microbe evolution 
− kills off susceptible bacteria, leaves the rest to multiply 
− due to 

− prescriptions given to people with viral or other diseases 
− antibiotics do nothing against viruses 
− but do help any bacteria present to evolve resistance 
− encouraged by consumer culture; people expect to buy a cure 

− people who only take part of the course of antibiotics 
− the full course should kill virtually all the bacteria 
− if you stop when you feel better, the more resistant bacteria remain 
− very common in poor countries, to save money 
− supposed source of drug-resistant TB in under-funded Soviet prisons 

− use of antibiotics in animals on farms 
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− again, encourages evolution of resistant bacteria 
− very common in factory-farm operations, to maximize profits 

− Different diseases were prevalent at different times 
− related to prevalent social conditions of the time 
− 1300s, 1400s: bubonic plague 

− increased trade and contact involving central Asia 
− 1500s, 1600s: syphilis 

− maybe European explorers brought back a New World strain 
− increased mobility and sexual contacts in cities? 

− 1800s: tuberculosis 
− large, dense, poor urban populations 

− late 1900s, early 2000s: AIDS 
− extensive travel (trucking, tourism, etc.) and sexual contact 

− > 98% of communicable disease deaths are in peripheral nations! 

− Cultural conditions that favor communicable diseases: 
− high population density, especially of poor, due to 

− urbanization due to loss of land 
− separation into rich and poor countries or sectors 

− government policies of minimal health, education, sanitation programs 
− to keep taxes low and economic competitiveness high 
− sometimes required by IMF 

− environmental changes 
− cutting forests, creating lots of standing water pools, etc. 
− Lyme disease example: 

− recovering secondary forests in US East coast lack predators 
− overrun by deer and mice, hence their ticks 
− people encounter the ticks by living in suburbs mixed with these forests 
− and by seeking recreation in the forests 

− Cultural changes that have favored communicable diseases: 
− Foraging societies had relatively few diseases 

− too few people to harbor virulent infectious diseases 
− probably some communicable diseases that were not very virulent 

− because they had to keep their victims alive a long time 
− since they encountered only a few other people, at long intervals 

− but some diseases from animals or insect vectors probably were virulent 
− since these lived mostly in other hosts, they could afford to kill infected humans 
− without long coevolution of microbes and humans, the occasional disease was probably 

highly virulent 
− Sedentary farmers would have had more diseases 

− farming often involves clearing forested land 
− bringing people into contact with potential pathogens, encouraging jumps to humans 
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− recent finding: the Plasmodium falciparum protozoan that causes malaria apparently 
jumped to humans only about 10,000 years ago 
− from chimpanzees 
− apparently only a single case of evolution to thrive in humans – probably in a single 

human victim 
− all Plasmodium falciparum are descended from that one population in that one 

victim 
− indicated by the extreme genetic uniformity of all Plasmodium falciparum around 

the world 
− the suggestion is that this jump happened right away when people began clearing 

central African forest (the chimps’ habitat) for swidden agriculture 
− this date is a little earlier than archaeological evidence for agriculture in central 

Africa  
− but maybe we just have not picked up the earliest farming there 
− otherwise, it is hard to explain why the jump would have occurred when it did, and 

not long before 
− farming creates standing water 

− good for protozoan disease vectors like malaria mosquitos 
− more likely to do long-distance trade, get infections 
− permanent settlements have sanitation problems 

− surrounded by decaying garbage 
− attract insect and rodent vermin 
− tend to contaminate water supplies 

− cooking and storage pots may have harbored bacteria and fungi 
− contact with domesticated animals promoted crossover of respiratory diseases (flu, 

smallpox, measles, diphtheria) 
− Dense urban living fostered still more disease 

− life expectancy in cities was much lower than country 
− many pre-modern cities could only maintain their population with a constant influx of 

immigrants 
− same sanitation problems, but more so 
− larger, denser populations are better hosts for communicable microbes and parasites 

− TB, cholera, syphilis, bubonic plague, leprosy 
− immigrants to cities, dislocated from kin networks and anonymous, probably had sex with 

more partners: STDs 
− Now “megacities” (>10 million) are little different 

− 20 megacities in 2005 
− Much of this urbanization is due to global capitalism 
− Environmental changes fostered still more disease 

− dams and deforestation 
− create standing water: mosquito breeding habitats 
− create better habitats for snails that carry schistosomiasis 

− roads, settlements, agriculture, and forest clearing in remote areas expose people to new 
pathogens 
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− promoting microbes to jump to humans and evolve transmission methods 
− sewage dumping 

− directly spreads disease 
− creates good conditions for microbes to evolve in oceanic algae blooms 

− example of “El Tor” variety of cholera, apparently evolved in, or at least spread by, 
algae blooms off SE Asia 
− I was in Peru for the beginning of the first outbreak in 1990 
− at the time, assumed to be spread by contaminated water 
− so the advice was to eat ceviche (raw fish and shellfish) only at reputable 

restaurants that used boiled water 
− now we know that it was in the shellfish all along, concentrated by them from the 

algae in the seawater… 
− was the “expensive restaurants are OK” story perhaps too easy for people with 

money to accept? 
− Interactions of all these factors are even worse… 

− dengue hemorrhagic fever (dengue-2) example 
− WWII created bomb craters of standing water in which mosquitoes bred more than ever 
− war also disrupted mosquito control programs 
− soldiers infected with various old strains of dengue came in 
− when dengue-2 evolved out of this, it was easily transmitted around the world by travelers, 

trade, and wars 

− AIDS as an example 
− Probably jumped from primates to humans in Africa after WWII 

− early spread possibly involved African wars in 1970s  
− rape as a weapon 
− soldiers having sex with many partners in different places 
− movement of displaced populations 

− Spread by travelers through travel hubs 
− tourism, especially sex tourism to Haiti and Thailand 
− labor migration, esp. between city and country in Africa 
− business travel, esp. on truck routes in Africa 

− Response in the 1980s was delayed because AIDS was associated with marginalized gays 
− incorrectly, it turns out 

− Association of AIDS with poverty 
− especially in Africa and Caribbean 
− poor countries like Haiti promoted (sex) tourism 
− poor women opt for prostitution to survive 
− poor, esp. women, tend to be less literate 

− harder to reach with education campaigns 
− underfunded clinics reuse hypodermic needles 
− poor less likely to be treated 

− Summary of the processes through which global capitalist culture promotes disease: 
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− agriculture, urbanism, poverty create better conditions for microbes 
− creating large populations of pathogens (disease reservoirs) 

− travel and trade increase exposure 
− speeding spread of pathogens 

− environmental changes encourage obscure pathogens to jump to humans 
− effectively creating new diseases 

− environmental changes and living conditions encourage pathogens to evolve to become much 
worse... 
− greater resistance to antibiotics or other drugs 
− improved transmission, which spreads the disease 
− improved transmission encourages greater virulence 

− capitalist medical responses are irregular 
− underserving peripheral (or poor, or marginalized) populations 
− leaving core populations more vulnerable than necessary 

− when a disease spreads from peripheral “disease reservoirs” to the core 


